Points

Scoring system

MOs helping OBESSU
7500 euro
Outreach
Language accessibility
component (where
applicable - in case of
projects coming from
English speaking country
this criteria won’t be taken
into account)

/19
1.
2.
/3
3.

1.
Is the project going to
involve students living in
small towns and rural
areas?

Is the project going to
involve school student
councils and grassroots
level groups of young
people?
Is the number of young
people that are going to
be involved realistic?

/3

2.
3.

1.
/2

/4

2.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Promotional material will be
translated
Promotional material +
application documents will be
translated
Promotional material +
application documents +
proposals submitted in native
language will be translated
Project involves only students
living in big towns
Project involves students living
in big and small towns
Project involves students living
in big, small towns and rural
areas
Project will involve only school
students’ councils or
grassroots groups
Project will involve both
school students’ councils and
grassroots groups
Not ambitious enough
Too ambitious
Ambitious, but possible
Fully possible

Rationale

Comments for applicants

Comments for OBESSU

Is the profile of young
people who are going to
be involved relevant for
the Seeds of Integration
project?

/3

Are young people who
participate in the project
going to gain new
knowledge?

4

Quality

/7

How well does the project
promote Seeds for
Integration?

1.
2.
3.

Not very relevant
Relevant
Young people are very likely to
participate in the project

1.
2.

No new knowledge
Young people will learn how to
submit pillar 1 application
Young people will gain basic
project preparing skills
Young people will gain basic
project preparing skills + they
will start developing pillar 1
application

3.
4.

1.
2.
/4
3.
4.

1.
Is the project plan easy to
understand?

Feasibility
Is the timeline probable?

/3
2.
3.

Needs to be improved
Project may contribute to the
promotion
Project will help with the
promotion
This project will promote
Seeds for Integration
Plan unclear or hard to
understand
Plan is described generally
Plan is fully developed and
detailed (tasks, roles)

/9
/3

1.
2.

Too ambitious
Ambitious, but probable

Does the total budget
match the project goals?

3.

Fully probable

1.

Budget is clearly too small or
too big
Budget is not complete/some
parts are missing
Budget fully matches the
project plan

/3
2.
3.

1.
Is the project team able to
realize the project?

2.
/3
1.

Value

/5

How central is Seeds for
Integration project in the
proposal?

/3

1.
2.
3.

Is the project in line with
the core values of OBESSU
(human rights, democracy,
active citizenship, diversity
inclusion etc.)?

/2

TOTAL

/40

1.
2.

The project team is clearly too
small or too big
The roles and responsibilities
are not well defined and/or
some roles are missing
The roles and responsibilities
are well defined and cover all
necessary tasks

Not a relevant or big part of
the project
It is part of the focus
It is the main focus of the
project

In conflict with OBESSU values
Fully in line with core values of
OBESSU

